robin fairness for requests with the same weight. Both designs can be directly used to build scbedulen based on maximal weight matching alguritbms. They are also useful for other applications, such as the arbitration of a shared bus and control of real-time systems.
INTRODUCTION The cell scheduling problem for virrual output queue (VOQ)
based switches can be modelled as a bipaftite matching problem [I] . Although maximum weight matching algorithms are proved to achieve 100% throughput for all admissible identically independently distributed (i.i.d.) arrivals [Z] , they are infeasible for high speed implementation with their time complexity of O ( N 3 log N) [3] . The most efficient maximum size matching algorithm has a time complexity of 0 ( N 2 . 5 ) I31. [41. However, maximum size matching algorithms are too complex for hardware implementation and can cause unfairness [21. Most practical scheduling algorithms proposed in the literature are either maximal size matching algorithms, such as parallel iterative matching (PIM) [5], iSLP [I] . dual roundrobin matching (DRRM) [61, or maximal weight matching algorithms. such as iterative longest queue first (iLQF) and iterative oldest cell first (ZOCF) [I] , the longest normalized queue first (LNQF) [71, and the dynamic DiffServ scheduling (DDS) [El. Compared with maximal size matching algorithms, maximal weight matching algorithms achieve better performance under both uniform and nonuniform traffic [I] .
All these maximal size or weight matching algorithms can be implemented by the scheduler architecture shown in Figure 1 , in which each inputloutput port is associated with an arbiter. The function of an arbiter is arbitrating among multiple requests. As the basic building block of a scheduler, the design of an arbiter is important to the performance of the scheduler. In 191, Gupta and McKeown reviewed several wellknown round-robin arbiter @RA) designs and proposed two new RRA designs, named as programmable priority encoders (PPI%). In [IO] , we proposed a parallel RRA (FW) design based on a binary tree structure and showed that PRRA is faster and simpler than PPEs in practice [lo] . However, all these three designs cannot arbitrate weighted requests.
Hence, they are not suitable for implementing maximal weight matching scheduling algorithms.
We focus our study on the designs of weighted arbiters and .programmable weighted arbiters. A weighted arbiter selects the first request with the maximum weight. A programmable weighted arbiter is a generalized weighted arbiter with its selection starting point programmable. It is very useful for providing fairness for requests with the same weight (referred as ties [Z] ). All existing designs of weighted arbiters are based on a (binary) comparator tree structure [I] , [Ill, [121, [131. Each node in the binary tree is a comparator which compares the weights of the requests coming From its children and sends the request with the maximum weight to its parent node. These In this paper, we propose a weighted arbiter (WA) design and a programmable weighted arbiter (PWA) design, both with O ( N ) number of gates. The basic idea of our designs is similar to the idea of radix sort (141 but different from radix wrt in finding the maximum weight by selecting the maximum value ('1' for binary digits) on the most significant bit, on the second significant bit. and so on. The arbitration of the lowest significant bit is performed by using either the priority 
( N ) .
The product of the gate delay and the number of gates of our designs is O(NblogN), which is better than that of the comparator tree design, O(Nblog N log b).
Simulation results on Synopsys' designnnalyzer [IS] conform to our analysis. The proposed programmable weighted arbiter designs can be directly used to build schedulers based on maximal weight matching algorithms. They are.also useful for other applications, such as the arbitration of a shared bus and control of real-time systems. 11. RELATED WORK Although the problem of finding the request with the maximum weight is of practical importance, only a few weighted arbiters have been proposed in the past. The variable roundrobin arbiter proposed in [I21 is based on a binary comparator tree structure. Each node in the binary tree is a comparator which compares the weights of the requests coming from its children and sends the request with the maximum weight to its parent node. To ensure round-robin fairness among requests with the same weight, each node is associated with a token bit to indicate its priority. Extra logic is needed to propagate the token information. In [I], the iLQF scheduler and the ZOCF scheduler are ail built by weighted arbiters based on the binary comparator tree structure. The arbiter designs proposed in [I I] and [I31 are also based on the binary comparator tree structure. Figure 2 shows a binary comparator tree with 8 weighted requests. In general, a binary comparator tree with N weighted requests consists of O (1ogN) 
A. Basic Idea
Inspired by the idea of radix sort, we find the maximum weight by selecting the request with the milximum value ('I' for binary digits) on the most sip,nificant bit, then the second significant bit, and so on, all starting from R,. If there is at least one request with the maximum value ('I' for binary digits) on the current bit of its weight, we eliminate those requests with less value ('0 for binary digits) on the current bit of their weights. This process continues till either there is only one valid request left or the arbitration of the lowest significant bit is completed. Figure 3 illustrates an example with 4 requests. We assume that Q = 1 for all 0 _< i 5 3 and z = 3. We first check all digits on bit 3. Since there exist requests with 'I' on bit 3 of their weights, the second request is eliminated for it has ' 0 on bit 3 (of its weight. We then check all the remaining digits on bit 2, as enclosed in the eclipse in the figure. There exist reques1:s with '1' on bit 2 of their weights, therefore the first request is eliminated since it has '0' on bit 2 of its weight. We then check all the remaining digits on bit I. There is no request with '1' on bit 1 of its weight. hence all remaining requests are valid for the process of bit 0, and RS wins finally. The final grants of the 4-input priority encoder are generated and k represents the index of the first non-zero request with by using the IOot node's grants Io mask Out the grants Of the w,,j = I( starting from position F I~M A X is composed subtree that is not granted by the mot node, i.e.. 
T i i=O S < = K . T ; . S i + X . S i (2)
This process continues till either there is only one valid request left or Ti's are generated in the last round (i.e., j = 0).
For the first case, we simply set the grant signal to the valid request as '1' and the grant signals to other requests as '0'. performed by either a priority encoder for x = 0 or the parallel round-robin arbiter for x 2 0. We name these two designs as the weighted arbiter and the programmable weighted arbiter respectively.
B. Weighfed Arbirer
We first consider the design of a weighted arbiter. i.e.. a programmable weighted arbiter with x = 0. We propose a priority encoder (PE) design which finds the index of the first non-zero input taking T,'s as the inputs. Figure 4(a) shows a 4-input priority encoder based on a binary tree structure. Each node of the tree, named as priority encoder node (PEN), is a priority encoder with two inputs. as shown in Figure 4 
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS AND COMPARISONS
To evaluate the performance of our designs and compare them with existing weighted arbiter designs, we have conducted simulations for designs of the weighted arbiter (WA), Totally it consumes 919,296 gates using CTA, hut it only consumes 537,072 gates using WA. The advantage of PWA is its support of round-robin fairness for requests with the same weight. which is very useful for implementing maximal weight matching scheduling algorithms.
V. SUMMARY
In this paper, we proposed a weighted arbiter design and a programmable weighted arbiter design for constructing switch schedulers. The basic idea of our designs is finding the maximum weight by selecting the request with the maximum value ('1' for binary digits) on the most significant bit, on the second significant bit, and so on, all starting from a given position x. The WA and PWA designs are based on the proposed priority encoder design and the PRRA design [lo] respectively. We showed that WA achieves significant area improvement over the comparator tree arbiter and PWA prcivides round-robin fairness for requests with the same weight. Eloth designs can he directly used to construct schedulers based on maximal weight matching scheduling algorithms, !such as DLlS [SI, iLQF, iOCF [l] , and LNQF [71. 
